to defects and imperfections. They must not be lost forever to the readers, they are merged in the mists of his manuscripts of the same kind, and talked off upon the terms of the last.

With respect to DeWitt, we have catalogues to show that the price of a large portion of such is the want, and troubles, London of what they will cost us when the continent. Every judge or instrument also ought to be presented to this seller for effecting purchases where the most advantageous terms to us. It is not to be understood that I have thought of such a thing as editing the opinion of traveling and agency, in my own case from the $800 to be disbursed by order of the Board. My idea has been to reserve the time for all my personal movements in the business from any own resources. I should have in view only such opportunities of personal improvement and assistance of strength, or regard to the affairs of the University, as might spare both its advantages to myself and to the institution. By taking plans to contract personal acquaintance of the places visited for the transaction of business, my future expeditions for the University, in books and apparatus, might be conducted, without the necessity of the expense or waste of agency.

And now with respect to this matter of going myself I hope you will view it as suggested only for consideration, and not as entertained by one with any feeling of opinion which I will not hold themselves entirely and at all times at the direction of my friends, and of the members of the Board. I believe I can say that whatever they shall judge to be best and most advisable I shall be prepared to submit as a moment, and to settle with the utmost complacency and conclusions.

The Trustees it seems provided for the interest of the plan of education, as it has been recently modified and adopted. This would be a business probably for Mr. DeWitt to transact with a greater. It is of some consequence, that it should be done of herself without delay. That the teaching of Academics may be assured if particular in which the old plan has been modified. I do not know within the determina.